Money Reiki Healing
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Q:

What is Money Reiki?

A:

Reiki (“RAY-kee”) is a Japanese word that means Universal Life Energy. In Reiki energy
healing, a Reiki Practitioner or Master channels Spiritual Life Force Energy and helps bring
the recipient’s energy field back into balance, alignment and vibrating at a higher level.
Money Reiki Healing deals specifically with Universal Money Energy, helping you receive,
spend and manage money more consciously and efficiently for the highest good of all.
Money Reiki Healing Energy helps raise the consciousness of money in the recipient and on
the planet (at the same time) by creating global energy shifts surrounding money. Money
Reiki Healing is a form of distance energy healing and can be done for anyone no matter
where they are in the world.

Q:

Can I use Money Reiki to win the lottery?

A:

Money Reiki is not meant to be used to hit the lottery or for “get-rick-quick” schemes,
although it’s perfectly fine for you to ask to have money appear unexpectedly. Deep Money
Healing happens with every energy transmission a person receives and the speed of
individual results depends on how blocked each person’s money energy is.
The best results come from having the proper intention so that you can start to align your
energy with the flow of money and the spiritual energy of money (the highest, purest form of
money energy).

Q:

I live in a different city/state/country than you. Can I still receive Money Reiki Healing?

A:

The Universal Energy doing the clearing and healing work is not confined by our time-space
reality so it doesn’t matter where you are in the world or what time zone you are in compared
to me when the Healings are being done.
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Q:

Does my Session take place in person, by phone, Skype, online or some other way?

A:

Money Reiki Energy is sent "remotely" via distance healing, meaning you and I do not need
to be in the same physical place or time zone and we don’t need to be connected on a call,
webinar, online, Skype or via any media.

Q:

What time is my Money Reiki Healing Session?

A:

The healing dates always take place at the same time: the FIRST TUESDAY of each month
at 9 AM USA ET (GMT-5) time zone and the THIRD THURSDAY of each month at 7 PM
USA ET (GMT-5) time zone.
It is done at a specific time because it is sent "live" (meaning real time) and not put on a
recording or other device to be used later as can be the case with some forms of energy work.
Here is a time zone converter to help you find your healing time based on where you are in
the world: http://www.timezoneconverter.com/cgi-bin/tzc.tzc

Q:

How is the Money Reiki Energy sent/transmitted to me?

A:

Money Reiki Energy is sent "remotely" via distance healing.
When the healing is being done, you are receiving the energy in that moment no matter
where you are, what time it is for you and no matter what you are doing - whether you are
sleeping or awake, busy or sitting/laying quietly.

Q:

How can I prepare for my upcoming Healing Session?

A:

After you purchase a healing session, you will receive a few emails to help you prepare for
and get the most out of your Healing Session.

Q:

Do I need to do anything special while the Session is happening?

A:

There is nothing specific you need to do during the Session time. Just read the "How To
Prepare" email and it will help you to understand a bit more about the process and what you
can to do assist in your own Healing.

Q:

Can I do a private (one-on-one) Healing Session?

A:

I only do "group sessions." Group healings are essential to the philosophy of Money Reiki as
the energy each individual participant receives is amplified by the group setting. Also, each
time Money Reiki Healing Energy is performed, it helps raise the consciousness of money on
the planet by creating global energy shifts surrounding money.
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Q.

How long will my Healing Session last?

A:

The sessions last different lengths of time because the energy is sent to each individual, one
at a time, for as long as they need to receive the energy. The session lengths vary based on
how many people are in the session and what their individual energetic needs are.
I focus on each person individually for as long as I am guided to by Source Energy and while
that is happening, the group is also receiving energy. Feel free to sit or lay quietly for as long
as you are guided to do so. Or carry on about your day/night. The energy is very powerful
and is reaching you no matter where you are or what you are doing.

Q:

Is there anything I can do to help during my Healing Session?

A:

Relax. Give up control. Trust. Know that there is nothing you can do wrong during the
Healing Session. While it would be favorable to be quiet, relaxed and not distracted during
the time of your healing, if you happened to be confused about the date, driving or working
at the time, forget the time or be asleep, the energy is still just as powerful and IS reaching
you.

Q:

What should I do after my Healing Session is over?

A:

Shortly (usually no more than a few hours) after your session is over you will receive a
detailed email with suggestions about how best to stay aligned with the energy shifts. I would
also encourage you to pay attention to shifts in your experience around money. The energy is
still active and working for you after the session so just allow it to continue integrating and
allow the changes to happen for you.

Q:

Is the Healing Session recorded for use at a later time?

A:

No, the Healing Energy is sent "live" (meaning real time) and not put on a recording or other
device to be used later - as can be the case with some forms of energy work.

Q:

Is it better to purchase one or more Healing Sessions?

A:

You may decide to purchase more sessions if you feel that your money energy is deeply
blocked. It’s also helpful to periodically get energetic tune-ups. If you are unsure about how
many healing sessions you would like, then be sure to just purchase one session at a time.

Q:

How much do the Sessions cost?

A:

Healing Sessions can be bought for one-time (1x) for $25, three-times (3x) for $60, or sixtimes (6x) for $90 (all currencies are listed in US dollars).
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Q:

I don’t have a PayPal account. How Can I purchase a Healing Session?

A:

While we use PayPal as our credit card processing company, you do not need to have a
PayPal account or use yours (if you do have one). During the check out process, there will be
an option that says "pay using a credit card" or "don’t have a PayPal account." Select that
option and it will allow you to input a credit card or e-check for payment.

Q:

If I purchase multiple Sessions, what dates will they happen?

A:

The healing dates are always at the same times every month: the FIRST TUESDAY of each
month at 9 AM USA ET (GMT-5) time zone and the THIRD THURSDAY of each month at
7 PM USA ET (GMT-5) time zone.
This is important to accommodate individuals around the world as well as make it simple to
organize schedules. Please see the following time zone converter to find the time your
healing will take place based on where you are in the world:
http://www.timezoneconverter.com/cgi-bin/tzc.tzc
When you sign up for one or more sessions, it’s very important to know that you are signing
up for specific healing dates based on your purchase date. Your sessions will always take
place consecutively per the dates listed above. If for any reason, you do NOT want
consecutive sessions, then please purchase one session at a time just before the healing date
you would like.

Q:

How can I purchase a Healing Session as a gift for someone else?

A:

If you'd like to order a session for someone else, purchase the session as if you would for
yourself then email me the receipt along with the first and last name of the person you are
giving the session to. I will confirm receipt of your gift purchase and include the gift
recipient in the session.

Live the life of your dreams!
It’s not only possible ~ it’s your birthright!
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